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Chrome OS
Enterprise for kiosk
and signage
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Overview
Here’s your sign. Customers and employees want to be delighted, and delivering those
experiences is key. You may be wondering how to create these premium experiences,
and you may have even tried to no avail in the past. Deploying kiosks and digital
signage are two ways to help users with information, transactions, and more, but the
route to delight hasn’t been so straightforward. Many solutions create more IT overhead,
increase security risks, and are prone to instability. 

Chrome OS alleviates these problems with an end-to-end solution for kiosks and digital
signage. Whether you’re deploying menu boards, check-in kiosks, or anything in
between, we’ve got your back and the platform for it. With Chrome OS, you can
Reduce maintenance with a modern, reliable operating syste
Ensure system and data security with zero reported ransomware attack
Monitor, control, and manage devices remotel
Deploy validated kiosk & signage solutions

And to further lead you toward modern experiences, we’re announcing some new tools
Kiosk & Signage Upgrade, an affordable kiosk and signage management license for
Chrome OS device
New Chrome OS Flex certified devices great for kiosk & signag
A new Chrome Enterprise Recommended solution track for kiosk & signage
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Introducing kiosk &
signage upgrade
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Everything you need to remotely
manage your devices
To guide you through the trials and tribulations of device management, we’re pleased
to announce Kiosk & Signage Upgrade, a management license which - you guessed it
- has everything your business needs to manage kiosk and signage devices running
Chrome OS. Kiosk & Signage Upgrade will start at $25 per year, per device, and offer

Comprehensive Security: Prevent data theft and attacks by remotely disabling or
wiping devices that have been lost or stolen. Place devices in persistent
enrollment, ensuring they are always enrolled in management, even if factory reset
Simple Remote Management: Simplify management of your organization’s device
fleet with the easy-to-use, cloud-based Google Admin Console. Easily configure
devices to boot directly into a kiosk or signage app, setup device policies, and
access fleet insights
Scalable Device Monitoring and Controls: Monitor the health and status of Chrome
OS devices and get useful device reports to ensure devices are running smoothly.
Remotely take screenshots, control, and monitor devices to quickly resolve issues
and guarantee stability through Chrome Remote Desktop
IT admin support: Contact Google for Chrome OS troubleshooting assistance with
24/7 support.
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Install Chrome OS Flex on purposebuilt devices or deploy new Chrome
OS devices
We get it, you may have already invested in devices to delight your
users, but that doesn’t mean there isn’t room for improvement. You can
install Chrome OS Flex on purpose-built kiosk & signage devices or
install on devices you’ve already deployed to get the benefits of Chrome
OS. It’s easy to deploy and we’re actively certifying devices that meet
the needs of kiosk and digital signage. We also have a variety of
Chromeboxes, Chromebases, and Chromebooks great for kiosk &
signage. Check out our device selectors to help you choose the best
Chrome OS device for your use case or try Chrome OS Flex early access
today.
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Optimizing goals
with built-in
algorithms
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Announcing 9 Google validated
solutions to help you find your way
Providing a great experience isn’t just about the operating system
running your kiosks and signage. It also requires content management
services that make it easy to display valuable content across all of your
devices. To ensure customers have access to solutions that are
optimized for Chrome OS devices, we’re thrilled to announce the Kiosk
and Digital Signage solution track and 9 new Chrome Enterprise
Recommended solutions, including Arreya, Appspace, Comeen, MeldCX,
Signagelive, StratosMedia, Trison, UPshow, and WAND Digital. These
solution providers have worked directly with Google to ensure their
content management services meet the high technical bar set by
Google’s partner engineers, extending their product’s functionality,
quality and security on Chrome OS.
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Robust private
deployment
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FydeOS kiosk and signage upgrades
for private deployment
FydeOS provides kiosk & signage upgrades just like Google Chrome OS.
In addition to providing the same quality experience and benefits as
Chrome OS Enterprise, FydeOS can also offer system customisation and
private deployment for enterprises, including

Enabling FydeOS to run smoothly on your existing hardware, including
x86 and selected ARM device
Customisation and enhancement of bespoke system feature
Private deployment of essential supporting services for FydeO
Private deployment for content management service, without the need
to use a designated service provider


Please contact FydeOS sales team for private customisation services.
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Thanks
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